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The S&P Global 
1200 Index gained 
1.0 percent for the 
quarter ended 
December 31, 2014. 
All returns are 
expressed in  
US dollars.

World Markets Quarterly Review
December 31,  2014

DJIA 5.2% BSX -2.2% UK FTSE -4.1% Nikkei -0.9%
S&P 500 4.9% Bolsa -12.4%  CAC -6.9%  Hang Seng 2.9%
NASDAQ 5.8%  Bovespa -14.4%  DAX -0.4%  Straits Times -0.5%
TSX -4.9%  Merval -32.6%  Kospi -8.5%  ASX -3.4%
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Global Stock Markets
• Global equity markets closed the fourth quarter  

in positive territory after losing as much as  
six percent in the first few weeks of the period.

• The US markets maintained a strong lead as  
corporate earnings improved and economic  
indicators suggested strength in the economy.  
Moreover, lower gasoline prices added to consumer  
confidence coming into the holiday season.

• In Europe, markets underperformed on low growth  
prospects while uncertainty from the Greek  
elections further dented investor confidence 
towards the end of the quarter.

• In Japan, equities benefited from the Abe’s monetary  
stimulus program but gains in US dollar terms 
were offset by the currency’s depreciation.

• In emerging markets, crude oil-linked economies,  
such as Mexico and Brazil, gave away returns 
while China gained on positive impact from low  
crude oil prices and favourable government 
policies to manage growth.

Bond Markets 
• Shorter maturity Treasury yields rose slightly on  

expectations the Fed prepares to raise interest 
rates in 2015 as the economy grows.

• Yields on longer maturity Treasuries fell as the 
decline in oil prices keeps a lid on inflation and 
the relatively higher yields in the US versus most  
developed nations lured overseas buyers.

• Investment grade corporate bonds posted 
positive returns in the fourth quarter but lagged  
behind Treasuries returns as tension in Russia  
and Ukraine made investors less willing to take  
credit risk.

Currency Markets
• The US dollar advanced against all major 

currencies in the fourth quarter on expectations 
of the Fed raising interest rates in 2015 amid an  
improving economy and labour market.

• The euro weakened further against the dollar,  
driven by weak growth in the region, low inflation,  
and expectations of additional stimulus by the  
ECB in 2015.

• The Norwegian krone weakened against all 
major currencies as growth prospects for 
Western Europe’s biggest gas and oil exporter 
weakened amid the sharp fall in oil prices.
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North American Stock Markets

Indices 30 Sep 2014 31 Dec 2014 Local Curr. US$
Total Returns

Source: Bloomberg

The US economy 
showed strength in 

the final quarter  
of 2014.

US Dow Jones Industrial   17,042.90   17,823.07  5.2% 5.2%

US S&P 500    1,972.29   2,058.90  4.9% 4.9%

US NASDAQ   4,493.39   4,736.05  5.8% 5.8%

Canada TSX   14,960.51   14,632.44  -1.5% -4.9%

S&P Global 1200   1,888.31   1,897.82  1.0% 1.0%

• On October 20 Apple launched the Apple 
Pay program. Apple Pay lets customers pay 
at participating retailers with an iPhone 6 
or iPhone 6 Plus or via in-app purchases 
with the iPad Air 2 and iPad Mini 3. The 
fingerprint sensor (Touch ID) on the 
device acts as the password to connect 
with financial institutions to approve 
transactions. Apple Pay is very simple to 
use. To pay for purchases the user holds 
down the Touch ID on the Apple device 
and points to the Apple Pay reader. This 
method of paying is also considered safer 
than using credit cards since no sensitive 
financial information is made available to 
the vendor. Over 220,000 retail locations 
in the United States accept payments on 
the new iPhones. Shares of Apple rose 
9.6 percent for the Fourth Quarter 2014.

• On November 26 Kinder Morgan 
announced the completion of the 
acquisition of outstanding equity securities 
of Kinder Morgan Energy Partners, Kinder 
Morgan Management, LLC and El Paso 
Pipeline Partners. The approximately $76 
billion transaction was initially announced 
on August 10. The merger is expected to 
benefit shareholders and unit holders, 
as well as to simplify the Kinder Morgan 
story by transitioning to one security and 
pave the way for superior growth at Kinder 
Morgan. The company also projects a 
dividend of $2.00 per share for 2015, a 16 
percent increase over the 2014 dividend 
budget of $1.72 per share. Shares of Kinder 
Morgan rose 10.4 percent for the quarter.

• On December 11 peer-to-peer online 
lending company, LendingClub began 
trading as a public company at an initial 
offering price of $15 per share.  The San 
Francisco based company arranges loans to 
individuals and small businesses over the 
Internet using funds from investors who 
can commit as little as $25. LendingClub 
has arranged more than $6 billion dollars 
in loans since its founding in 2007. The 
main products offered are three- and 
five- year unsecured consumer loans with 
interest rates that average about 14 percent. 
LendingClub earns money by charging 
transaction and servicing fees. The stock  
gained 56 percent on debut to close at  
$23.42 per share.

• On December 14 PetSmart agreed to be 
acquired by a group led by the investment 
firm BC Partners for about $8.7 billion, or 
$83 per share in cash.  PetSmart operates 
more than 1,300 pet stores in the United 
States, Canada and Puerto Rico. The sale  
is the biggest private equity deal of 2014 
and is a bet on the lucrativeness of dog 
food and catnip. PetSmart has long been 
seen as a good target for private equity 
firms, given its relatively strong cash flow  
and low debt. Shares of PetSmart rose  
16 percent for the quarter.
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Latin American Stock Markets

Indices 30 Sep 2014 31 Dec 2014 Local Curr. US$
Total Returns

Source: Bloomberg

Mexico Bolsa     44,985.66   43,145.66  -3.8% -12.4% 

Brazil Bovespa      54,115.98   50,007.41  -7.6% -14.4% 

Argentina Merval      12,548.99   8,579.02  -31.6% -32.6% 

Chile IPSA     3,943.56   3,850.96  -2.4% -3.8% 

S&P Global 1200    1,888.31   1,897.82  1.0% 1.0%

• On October 23 Mexico City-based bread 
maker Grupo Bimbo SAB said quarterly 
profit fell for a fourth consecutive 
quarter as the world’s largest bread maker 
absorbed higher wheat costs and expenses 
integrating Sara Lee’s North American 
bakery business. Sara Lee was acquired for 
$675 million in 2013. Net income plunged 82 
percent to 369.5 billion pesos ($28.4 million) 
from 2.05 billion pesos a year earlier. 
Quarterly revenue climbed 35 percent to 
43.4 billion pesos. The bread maker is facing 
higher wheat expenses after the worst U.S. 
drought in 56 years prompted futures to 
surge by almost 50 percent in a five-week 
span in July. Shares of Grupo Bimbo rose 
4.5 percent for the Fourth Quarter 2014.

• Energy giant Petrobras is engulfed in one 
of Brazil’s largest corruption scandals 
implicating some high flying politicians 
and executives. On November 24 Petrobras 
postponed the release of the third quarter 
results due to an investigation into 
allegations that the largest engineering 
firms formed a cartel to funnel kickbacks 
from the oil company to the ruling political  
party and its allies.  It is alleged that billions  
of dollars were paid by these firms to win  
Petrobras contracts. Firms implicated in  
the scandal are expected to be banned 
from future government contract bids.  
Shares of Petrobras slumped 43.3 percent  
for the quarter.

• On November 25 Brazilian jet maker, 
Embraer SA received a firm order from 

SkyWest Inc., the holding company of 
SkyWest Airlines for seven E175 jets. The  
aircraft which will be operated by SkyWest 
Airlines under a capacity purchase agreement  
with Alaska Airlines, a subsidiary of Alaska 
Air Group, Inc. The E175s will be configured 
with 76 seats including twelve first-class 
seats. The order is valued at $301 million at 
list prices and deliveries are slated to begin 
in the second half of 2015. This order brings 
Embraer’s firm order count from SkyWest 
to a total of 47 E175 jets. SkyWest had 
earlier placed an order for 100 E175 current 
generation E-jets in May 2013, of which 40  
were firm orders. The $301 million order 
will be included in the Fourth Quarter 2014  
backlog of Embraer. Shares of Embraer rose  
1.2 percent for the quarter.

• On December 2 Uber Inc announced 
signing a deal with billionaire Carlos Slim’s 
America Movil to bring the Uber app, 
which allows users to summon a car on 
their smartphones, to new customers in 
Latin America in a move that could be a 
model for other regions. It is expected 
that the Uber app will be promoted on 
millions of Android phones that use 
telecom company America Movil as their 
carrier, including 10 million users in Mexico. 
America Movil, controlled by the family of 
Carlos Slim, the world’s second richest man 
according to Forbes, has around 241 million 
wireless subscribers in Latin America and 
the Caribbean.  Shares of America Movil 
declined 3.8 percent for the quarter.

Markets in 
Latin America 
saw continued 
turbulence amid 
global uncertainty.
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European Stock Markets

Indices 30 Sep 2014 31 Dec 2014 Local Curr. US$
Total Returns

Source: Bloomberg

Disappointing 
economic growth 
led to a repeat of 

lagging performance 
in European markets. 

UK FTSE    6,622.72   6,566.09  -0.2% -4.1% 

Germany DAX    9,474.30   9,805.55  3.5% -0.4%

France CAC 40    4,416.24   4,272.75  -2.8% -6.9%

Spain IBEX 35    10,825.50   10,279.50  -3.7% -7.7%

S&P Global 1200    1,888.31   1,897.82  1.0% 1.0%

S&P Europe 350   1,410.85   1,401.41  -0.3% -4.4%

• On October 16 American pharmaceutical 
giant AbbVie walked away from its $55 billion  
deal to take over Dublin-based drug maker  
Shire PLC after US authorities introduced 
rules banning US companies from taking 
over foreign businesses for tax inversion. 
In July the two pharmaceutical companies 
agreed to combine and relocate the new  
company’s headquarters to the UK, where  
the combined firm would enjoy lower taxes.  
The deal would have resulted in a 13 percent  
tax rate for AbbVie by 2016, down from 
22 percent in 2015. AbbVie agreed to pay 
Shire a breakup fee of $1.6 billion dollars 
as a result of calling off the deal. Shares 
of Shire fell 15.1 percent for the quarter. 

• On October 26 the European Banking 
Authority (EBA) published the highly 
anticipated results of the 2014 EU-wide  
stress tests of 123 banks. While no major 
banks in the eurozone failed the tests, 
13 banks were instructed to raise capital. 
Italian banks fared the worst in the tests 
while the largest banks in Germany and  
France were found to have ample capital.  
The aim of the stress tests was to assess the  
resilience of EU banks to adverse economic  
developments, so as to understand remaining  
vulnerabilities, complete the repair of the  
EU banking sector and increase confidence  
in the banking system. 

• On October 29 Fiat Chrysler Automobiles 
N.V. (FCA) announced a plan to spin off 
luxury car unit, Ferrari into a separate 

company in an IPO in mid-2015. FCA which  
owns 90 percent of the Italian carmaker 
will sell 10 percent of the unit to the public 
on the stock market and distribute an  
80 percent stake to its own shareholders.  
Prior to the separation, FCA expects to 
receive 2.25 billion euros from Ferrari as 
well as pay a dividend to Fiat shareholders. 
The transaction will also improve Fiat’s 
balance sheet as some debt will be 
transferred to the new company. Ferrari 
shares are expected to be listed on US and 
European bourses this year. On the day  
of the announcement, shares of FCA rose  
12.8 percent in Milan. 

• On November 12 regulators in the US, 
Britain, and Switzerland ordered five banks 
to pay about $3.3 billion to settle a probe 
into the manipulation of foreign-exchange 
rates. Switzerland’s UBS AG will pay the 
highest fine, of $800 million; Citigroup 
Inc. will pay $668 million, followed by 
JPMorgan Chase & Co. at $662 million. 
Royal Bank of Scotland Group Plc was 
fined $634 million and HSBC Holdings Plc 
$618 million. The settlements were the 
first following an 18-month investigation 
of allegations that dealers colluded 
with counterparts at other firms to rig 
benchmarks used by fund managements 
to determine foreign currency payments.
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Pacific Rim Stock Markets

Indices 30 Sep 2014 31 Dec 2014 Local Curr. US$
Total Returns

Source: Bloomberg

Japan Nikkei    16,173.52   17,450.77  8.0% -0.9%

Hong Kong Hang Seng    22,932.98   23,501.10  2.8% 2.9%

Hang Seng Red Chip    4,402.05   4,331.52  -1.1% -1.0%

Korea Kospi 100    2,020.09   1,915.59  -5.2% -8.5%

Singapore STI    3,276.74   3,366.11  3.1% -0.5%

Taiwan TWSE    8,966.92   9,268.43  3.4% -0.7%

Australia ASX 200    5,292.81   5,416.63  3.2% -3.4%

S&P Global 1200    1,888.31   1,897.82  1.0% 1.0%

FTSE Pacific ex-Japan    476.50   458.79  -3.2% -3.2%

• On October 21 Samsung launched the 
upgraded version of the popular Galaxy 
S5. Although the Galaxy S5Plus is visually 
identical to the S5, it has the Snapdragon 
805 chipset, which officially makes it 
the world’s fastest Android smartphone. 
Immediate benefits of the Snapdragon 
805 over the 801 are vastly improved 
memory bandwidth (roughly a 70 percent 
increase) and a faster and more power 
efficient graphics processing unit. Shares of 
Samsung rose 12.1 percent for the quarter.

• On November 22 Japanese electronics 
manufacturer Sony Corporation discovered 
its computer system had been compromised 
after skulls appeared on employees’ screens 
with a message threatening to expose 
company “secrets.” Some of the company’s 
prime assets were stolen in the sophisticated 
hack.  An early version of a script for the 
next James Bond movie, Spectre, was leaked 
but failed to halt production. Five of Sony’s 
films, including the new and unreleased 
version of Annie, turned up on illegal 
file-sharing sites and were downloaded 
up to one million times. Brad Pitt’s Fury, 
which has already hit cinema screens, 
was also illegally shared. Shares of Sony 
advanced 24.2 percent for the quarter.

• On November 4 South Korean carmakers 
Hyundai and Kia agreed to a record settlement 
for overstating the fuel economy of 1.2 million 
vehicles to the US Environmental Protection 

Agency. The $100 million penalty is the largest 
sum paid for violation of the Clean Air Act. 
In November 2012, the carmakers admitted 
having overstated the fuel economy of their 
cars by up to six miles per gallon which  
means that the companies underreported  
the cars’ greenhouse gas emissions by around  
4.75 million metric tons. Hyundai and Kia  
were also forced to forfeit approximately  
$200 million in emissions credits as well as  
to spend $50 million on measures to prevent  
future violations. Shares of Hyundai and Kia  
declined 11.3 and 2.6 percent respectively for  
the quarter.

• On December 8 Anglo-Australian miner 
BHP Billiton announced that the new 
company it intends to create through its 
proposed demerger will be called South32. 
Facing sharp price declines in iron ore and 
other commodities, BHP Billiton hopes 
that turning its aluminium, nickel, silver and 
coal divisions into a separate company will 
benefit other parts of its global operations. 
The new name recognizes that the majority 
of South32’s operations are located in 
Australia and South Africa which are linked 
by the thirty-second parallel south line of 
latitude. The new entity has an estimated 
value of $16 billion and will have a primary 
listing on the Australian Securities Exchange, 
with additional listings in London and 
Johannesburg. Shares of BHP Billiton fell 
13.3 percent for the Fourth Quarter 2014.

Pacific Rim markets 
were mixed amid 
weakness in China 
and stimulus 
measures in Japan.
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Bermuda & Cayman Stocks

Benchmark Indices 30 Sep 2014 31 Dec 2014 Local Curr. US$
Total Returns

Source: Bloomberg

Local shares 
underperformed  

the global 
benchmark  

in the quarter.

BSX Index   1,391.03   1,357.12  -2.2% -2.2%

BSX Insurance Index    1,457.99   1,535.40  5.3% 5.3%

S&P Global 1200   1,888.31   1,897.82  1.0% 1.0%

ACE Ltd.    104.87   114.88  10.2% 10.2%

Ascendant Group Ltd.  6.00   5.40  -8.8% -8.8%

Butterfield Bank   2.00   2.00  0.5% 0.5%

Caribbean Utilities    10.75   10.71  1.2% 1.2%

Consolidated Water Co.   11.68   10.64  -7.9% -7.9%

XL Capital Ltd.    33.17   34.50  4.1% 4.1%

• On October 3 the Electricity Regulatory 
Authority (ERA) announced that the bid 
by Cayman Island electricity provider, 
Caribbean Utilities Company, Ltd. (CUC) for 
new generation capacity was selected as 
the top proposal of the bids submitted in 
response to the ERA’s request for proposals 
issued earlier in 2014. As a result, CUC will 
develop and operate a new 39.7 megawatts 
(MW) diesel power plant including a 2.7 
MW waste heat recovery steam turbine. 
The project cost is estimated at US$85 
million and the plant is expected to be 
commissioned no later than June 2016. The 
aim of the project is to provide a safe, reliable 
and efficient production of electricity for 
Cayman consumers. Shares of Caribbean 
Utilities fell 0.4 percent for the quarter.

• On November 17 Bermuda-based insurer 
Argus Group announced its expansion into 
Malta with the acquisition of the client 
portfolio of Millennium Insurance Agency. 
The purchase will allow Argus Insurance 
Agencies Limited (AIAL) in Malta to further 
strengthen its existing portfolio through 
new and complementary lines of business. 
The deal also gives Argus the opportunity 
to expand its footprint in Europe and to 
strengthen relationships with Maltese 
colleagues and clients. Shares of Argus 
declined 11.4 percent for the quarter.

• On December 7 the Bermuda Aviation Services 
(BAS) announced profits of $1.65 million for the 

six months-ended September 30, an increase of 
$375,000 compared to the same period of 2013. 
Revenues increased $1.7 million to $29.9 million. 
The BAS Group of companies includes Aircraft 
Services Bermuda, Weir Enterprises, CCS 
Group Limited, International Bonded Couriers 
IBC, Crow Lane Bakery and Otis Bermuda, as 
well as recently acquired green energy firm 
BESCO. The improved results are attributed 
to reduced pension administration costs and 
lower operating expenses due to restructuring. 
The BAS CEO Ian Cook also expects that the 
staging of the America’s Cup over the next few 
years will provide a boost to the firm. Shares 
of BAS declined 20.3 percent for the quarter.

• On December 15 Bank of NT Butterfield 
announced plans to discontinue phone 
banking in the 2015. The bank cited a lack of 
demand, new technology and support needs 
as the main reasons for the termination of the 
service. Telephone banking has been declining 
over the years as customers increasingly 
use alternative delivery channels. A secure 
mobile banking app launched in 2013 had 
increased the range of remote banking 
services available on smart phones and tablets 
and has steadily increased in popularity. 
In addition about 70 percent of phone 
banking customers are already registered for 
other remote services like online or mobile 
banking. Shares of Bank of Butterfield were 
unchanged for the Fourth Quarter 2014.
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Global Bond Markets

Indices 30 Sep 2014 31 Dec 2014 Local Curr. US$
Total Returns(Yield to Maturity)

Source: Bloomberg

• Interest rates in the developed world 
continued to fall in the fourth quarter  
amid weakness in the global economy,  
low inflation, and demand for safe assets 
due to conflicts in Ukraine and the Middle 
East. This led the Fed, the ECB and the Bank 
of Japan to continue with their stimulative 
monetary policies that suppressed interest 
rates. Investment grade corporate bonds 
posted positive returns in the fourth quarter 
but fell behind Treasury returns as tensions 
in Ukraine and the Middle East made 
investors less willing to take credit risk.

• Treasury yields on bonds with more than 
three years to maturity fell in the quarter 
driven by a global economic slowdown, 
low inflation, risk aversion, and overseas 
demand for their relatively better yield 
versus government debt of most other 
developed nations. The yield curve flattened 
as the Fed signaled it is on track to raise 
borrowing costs in 2015. This pushed yields 
on the very shortest maturities higher. 

• With the exception of Greece, yields fell 
in the eurozone nations on low inflation, 
expectations of further monetary stimulus 
by the ECB, and safe haven demand. German 
bunds are perceived as the safest in the 
region and on December 30 the yield on 
the 10-year German bund fell to a record 
low 0.54 percent. In Greece, however, yields 

on sovereign debt rose on signs a Greek 
exit from the eurozone could become a 
possibility. In the quarter, Greek 10-year 
yields rose from 6.63 percent to 9.25 percent. 

• UK yields fell as the Bank of England kept  
the main interest rate at a record low of  
0.50 percent to support growth. Further,  
oil-price declines stoked speculation that 
lower energy costs will keep a lid on inflation  
and delay interest-rate increases by the  
central bank. 

• Yields in Canada fell across the yield curve 
on weakness in the global economy and on 
expectations that the sharp decline in energy 
prices will weigh on the Canadian economy. 
The Bank of Canada maintained the target 
for the overnight rate at one percent as the  
downside risk to the inflation profile from  
weaker oil prices is mitigated by a stronger  
US economy and recent federal fiscal measures. 

• The market for speculative grade debt, also 
known as junk bonds, fell with the collapse 
in oil prices and as conflicts in Ukraine and 
the Middle East made investors risk averse. 
Redemptions from high-yield bond funds 
accelerated in the fourth quarter and reached 
5.3 percent or $17.4 billion for 2014. The high 
yield bond market in the US fell 2.06 percent 
in the fourth quarter as measured by SPDR 
Barclays High Yield Bond Index.  
  

Interest rates in  
the developed 
world fell amid 
weakness in the 
global economy  
and low inflation.
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Citigroup

US 2 Year 0.57% 0.66% 0.16% 0.16%
US 10 Year 2.49% 2.17% 3.57% 3.57%
US 30 Year 3.20% 2.75% 10.09% 10.09%
Canadian 10 Year 2.15% 1.79% 3.58% -0.19%
Australian 10 Year 3.48% 2.74% 7.59% 0.55%
UK Gilt 10 Year 2.43% 1.76% 6.47% 2.30%
German Bund 10 Year 0.95% 0.54% 4.03% -0.36%
Japanese 10 Year 0.53% 0.33% 2.32% -6.34%

3-7 Year Treasury Index    1,352.15   1,369.51  1.28% 1.28%
7-10 Year Treasury Index   1,684.74   1,737.81  3.15% 3.15%
1-10 Year US Corp. Bond Index   1,631.14   1,649.40  1.12% 1.12%
World Gov’t 7-10 Yr. Bond Index   1,217.52   1,196.59  -1.72% -1.72%



World Currency Markets

Currency 30 Sep 2014 31 Dec 2014 Change

Value of Currency US$1 = value in local currency

Source: Bloomberg

The US dollar 
advanced 

against all 
major currencies 

on diverging 
monetary policy.

Australian Dollar 1.1433 1.2232 -6.5% 

Brazilian Real 2.4469 2.6576 -7.9% 

British Pound 0.6168 0.6420 -3.9%

Canadian Dollar 1.1198 1.1621 -3.6%

Euro 0.7917 0.8266 -4.2%

Japanese Yen 109.6500 119.7800 -8.5%

Swiss Franc 0.9551 0.9943 -3.9%

• The US dollar advanced against all major 
currencies in the fourth quarter on 
expectations of the Fed raising interest 
rates in 2015 amid an improving economy 
and labour market. Diverging monetary 
policy between major central banks also 
resulted in wider interest rate differentials 
between the US, Germany and Japan, 
increasing demand for relatively better 
yielding US assets from overseas investors. 
In the Fourth Quarter 2014 the trade 
weighted dollar advanced 4.99 percent. 

• The fourth quarter saw more weakness 
in the euro versus the dollar and the 
euro exchange rate fell to EUR/USD 
1.2098, the lowest level in over two years, 
on December 31. The weakness in the 
euro was driven by tepid growth in the 
region, low inflation, and expectations 
of additional stimulus by the ECB in 
2015. In the quarter, the euro weakened 
by 4.22 percent against the dollar.

• The Canadian dollar weakened against the 
US dollar in the quarter on the decline in 
oil prices. However, unexpectedly strong 
GDP data for October led by a gain in 
manufacturing, led many economists 
to be more optimistic for growth in 
the final quarter of 2014 despite the 
collapse in crude price. In the quarter 
the Canadian dollar weakened by 
3.64 percent against the US dollar. 

• The Norwegian krone weakened against 
all major currencies in the fourth quarter 
as growth prospects for Western Europe’s 
biggest gas and oil exporter weakened amid 
the sharp fall in oil prices. On December 11 
Norway’s central bank said that softening 
activity in the petroleum industry will have 
spill over effects on the wider economy 
and the bank cut the key policy rate by  
0.25 percentage points to 1.25 percent.  
For the quarter the Norwegian krone 
weakened 13.77 percent against the dollar 
and 9.97 percent against the euro. 

• The Russian ruble was one of the world’s 
worst performing currencies in 2014, 
plummeting 38.52 percent against the 
dollar, following the plunge in oil prices 
and the sanctions imposed on Russia.  
On December 15 Russia’s central bank 
took drastic action to halt the ruble’s 
freefall on the foreign exchanges by raising 
interest rates by 6.5 percentage points 
to 17 percent. The bank said the increase 
in borrowing costs was needed to end 
currency depreciation and to combat 
inflation. Despite the central bank’s action 
the ruble weakened 31.93 percent against 
the dollar in the fourth quarter.  
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We believe monetary policy divergence 
between regions will continue as the 
US economy pulls forward in 2015 while  
the rest of the world relies on additional  
stimulus measures to generate self-
sustaining growth.

• Inflation expectations remain muted, 
underscored by the recent decline in oil 
prices due to excess supply and OPEC’s 
decision to fight for market share.

• Oil-importing countries are expected to 
get a boost, while commodities-based 
economies may experience some pain.

• On net, the global economy is expected to  
benefit from lower energy prices.

We expect a modest increase in US 
Treasury yields driven by improving 
economic data in the US but held back 
by overseas demand for relatively better 
yielding Treasuries and a cautious Fed.  

• Yields are likely to rise in the eurozone on 
expectations of some sort of Quantitative 
Easing (QE) by the ECB in the near future to 
combat low inflation and stimulate growth.

• Gilt yields will gradually rise as cooling  
economic data in the UK is offset by a rise  
in wage growth and as inflation in the  
eurozone bottoms.

• Canadian yields are likely to follow in the  
direction of those in the US, the nation’s  
largest trading partner, but to a lesser degree.

We expect the dollar to continue 
gaining momentum against most major 
currencies as expectations of an earlier 
interest rate increase relative to other 
G10 nations should drive capital flows 
in global currency markets.

• We expect the dollar appreciation to be  
slow and steady mirroring the Fed’s rate  
increase which we expect to be well  
communicated.

• The euro is expected to weaken further 
against the dollar as the ECB is in the 
process of implementing Quantitative 
Easing to boost inflation expectations 
and economic growth in the region.

• The Japanese yen is likely to weaken against 
most major currencies in the near and 
longer term, reflecting dramatic changes 
implemented by Japanese policy makers.

We expect commodities to stay out of 
favour as an investment option apart 
from a few bright spots in the base 
metals market. 

• In crude oil markets, supply should 
begin to moderate from areas where the 
cost of production is high and drilling 
is no longer economically feasible in 
the current low price environment.

• Gold and silver face increasing pressure  
from US dollar strength and a looming 
interest rate hike in the US.

• In base metals, aluminium and nickel exhibit  
positive fundamentals as their markets  
remain in deficits following restructuring  
on the supply side.

We maintain a constructive view of 
global equities relative to bonds as 
global GDP will record positive growth 
this year aided by central bank policies 
and as corporate earnings maintain an 
upward trajectory. 

• Monetary policy divergence should reflect 
in regional currencies which will become an 
important consideration in equity investing.

• In the US, the Energy sector may see some  
near term headwinds from the lower price  
of crude oil but lower gasoline prices should  
create a positive wealth effect for consumers.

• In Japan, the equity markets should gain 
from the BOJ easing and subsequent 
Japanese yen depreciation. 

Information has been obtained 
from sources believed to be  
reliable, but its accuracy and  
completeness, and the opinions  
based thereon, are not guaranteed  
and no responsibility is assumed 
for errors and omissions.

Certain statements contained 
within are forward looking 
statements including, but not 
limited to, statements that are 
predictions of or indicate future  
events, trends, plans or objectives.  
Undue reliance should not be 
placed on such statements 
because by their nature, they are 
subject to known and unknown 
risks and uncertainties.

FOR THE FIRST QUARTER 2015
Outlook
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“On a net-net  
basis, it is 

probably good  
for the global 

economy.” 
 

IMF chief  
Christine Lagarde, 

speaking about 
falling oil prices,

December 1, 2014

The World
In a world of modest growth, the US economy  
remains the bright spot in our view. We believe  
monetary policy divergence between regions 
will continue as the US economy pulls 
forward in 2015 while the rest of the world 
relies on additional stimulus measures to 
generate self-sustaining growth. Inflation 
expectations remain muted, underscored 
by the recent decline in oil prices due 
to excess supply and OPEC’s decision to 
fight for market share. In this environment, 
oil-importing countries are expected to 
get a boost, while commodities-based 
economies may experience some pain. 
On net, the global economy is expected 
to benefit from lower energy prices with 
growth expected to be 2.77 percent for the 
full year, based on Bloomberg estimates.

North America 
As the US economy continues to accelerate, 
GPD growth is expected to reach 2.85 percent 
in First Quarter 2015 and three percent for  
the year, according to Bloomberg consensus 
estimates. Consumer confidence is running 
high coming into the current year on the 
back of improving labour conditions and 
lower gasoline prices. Continued low 
financing costs and easing credit standards 
will also be constructive. Accordingly, 
increased household spending and business  
investment should continue to drive economic  
growth forward in 2015. 

The Federal Reserve has taken a cautious 
approach to normalizing the stance of 
monetary policy. While the central bank 
anticipates that the first rate hike will take 
place in 2015, the Federal Open Market 
Committee (FOMC) pledged to be patient 
with respect to the timing of the decision to 
tighten. Lower oil prices, weak global growth, 
and a strengthening dollar have dampened 
the FOMC’s inflation expectations. Moreover, 
despite solid job gains, wage growth has 
yet to take hold. As a result, the Fed will 
continue to remain data dependent and 

would prefer to err on the side of prudence, 
as the downside of tightening too soon is 
greater than the benefit of an earlier lift-off. 

Canada’s First Quarter 2015 GDP is expected 
to grow 2.4 percent, with estimates for the 
full year at 2.5 percent. As a producer and 
exporter of oil, sustained low crude oil 
prices and weaker global demand could 
be a material headwind in the current year. 
Indeed, lower oil prices are expected to 
weigh on corporate profits in 2015, which is 
likely to spill over into business investment.  
However, a weaker loonie will offer some 
relief by boosting demand for Canadian 
exports.  Moreover, accommodative 
central bank policy and increased domestic 
consumer demand – spurred by lower 
gasoline prices – should help the economy 
weather the commodity related storm.

Europe
GDP growth in the eurozone remains 
lackluster, with estimates for the First 
Quarter 2015 coming in at 0.7 percent.  
Despite the European Central Bank’s (ECB’s) 
dovish tone, further quantitative easing in 
the form of asset purchases has thus far 
been in word only. Meanwhile, the eurozone 
economy has struggled to gain momentum 
and economic data remains mixed. 
Weak global demand, muted investment 
spending, and a lack of structural reform 
will continue to weigh on growth.  Lower 
oil prices, however, are expected to be 
a tailwind for the eurozone, as is a weak 
currency outlook – predicated on further 
ECB stimulus -- which benefits European 
exporters.  Full year estimates for GDP 
growth in the eurozone at 1.1 percent suggest 
a slight pickup in the latter part of the year.  

Country-specific economic performance 
continues to be bifurcated in the eurozone. 
GDP growth in Ireland and Spain is expected 
to accelerate further, while that of Germany 
remains stalled amid lagging structural 
reform, which is also a French and Italian 

ECONOMICS
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problem.  Furthermore, elections in Greece 
pose a threat to eurozone economic stability  
and could put the country’s austerity-
dependent bailout program into jeopardy.

We moderate our outlook for the UK, in 
line with softer GDP growth consensus 
estimates for the First Quarter and full 
year 2015, at 2.9 percent and 2.6 percent, 
respectively. Despite progress on lowering 
the unemployment rate, UK’s budget deficit 
is still running over five percent of GDP.  
Meanwhile, inflation expectations, like in the 
rest of the developed world, are below the 
Bank of England’s (BOE) target. The outcome 
of the May general election is likely to 
create a fiscal tightening affect as the new 
government addresses the country’s budget 
deficit concerns. Against this backdrop, we 
expect the BOE to delay the first rate hike, 
at least until inflation returns toward target.

Pacific Basin 
Our outlook for Japan remains positive due 
to the country’s continued commitment to 
economic stimulus, a weak currency, and 
progress on structural reform. Following 
a landslide victory in parliamentary 
elections held in mid-December 2014, 
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe emphasized 
that economic revival will remain his top 
priority. Additionally, an accommodative 
Bank of Japan (BOJ) should bolster 
export competiveness in 2015.  Japanese 
consumers are also expected to benefit 
from low oil prices and a postponement 
in the planned consumption tax.

Economic recovery in Australia has been 
thwarted by plunging iron ore and oil 
prices. GDP growth in the commodities-
based nation in the First Quarter 2015 is 
estimated to be 2.65 percent, slower than 
in any of the quarters in 2014. Sustained 
weakness in commodity prices will hold 
back Australia’s growth in the near-term. 
However, low interest rates and a weak 
Australian dollar should alleviate some of 

the downward pressure with the economy 
expected to pick up steam later in the year. 

For China, 2015 will be another year of 
moderating growth as the world’s second 
largest economy transitions away from heavy 
infrastructure investment and towards a 
more sustainable model based on domestic 
consumption. As an oil importer, China is 
expected to benefit from lower prices of 
crude and while the People’s Bank of China 
(PBOC) is expected to stay accommodative 
as to ensure a smoother transition. GDP 
growth projections of 7.0 percent for 2015  
imply the slowest annual pace of Chinese 
economic expansion in six years. 

Latin America
As a whole, Latin American GPD is expected 
to expand 1.86 percent in 2015 which is 
slightly faster than the pace achieved in 
2014. However, the difference between GDP 
growth projections for Pacific Bloc countries 
(Mexico, Colombia, Chile, and Peru) versus 
the Atlantic Bloc (Brazil, Argentina, and 
Venezuela) discussed in previous Outlook 
reports will endure well into the year. 

While falling commodity prices and higher 
inflation in some nations have weighed on 
Latin America’s economic growth, consensus 
estimates point to accelerating growth 
momentum for Pacific Bloc countries, 
especially Mexico, where the construction 
and manufacturing sectors are expected to 
be a source of strength. In the Atlantic Bloc, 
recession is likely for both Argentina and  
Venezuela in 2015. Brazil’s growth is on shaky 
footing following Presidential elections that  
kept left-leaning Dilma Rousseff in power.  
If her shift to pro-market policies will be  
effective in keeping the country out of  
recession in 2015 remains to be seen. We are  
encouraged by thawing diplomatic relations  
between Cuba and the US but do not anticipate  
material economic improvement until the 
five-decade long trade embargo is lifted.

 

“Certainly,  
the divergence 
between the  
major economies  
is going to be  
a major feature  
of the next  
few months.”  

Mark Williams, 
Capital Economics, 
Chief Asia 
Economist, 
November 2014
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“When interest rates 
are at the zero  

lower bound, the 
risks of tightening 

a bit too early 
are likely to be 

considerably greater 
than the risks  

of tightening a bit 
too late.” 

 
William C. Dudley, 

New York  
Fed President, 

December 1, 2014

We expect a modest increase in US 
Treasury yields driven by improving 
economic data in the US but held back 
by overseas demand for relatively better 
yielding Treasuries and a cautious Fed. In 
light of low inflation in the US and in most 
developed economies, we believe central 
banks will signal continued monetary 
stimulus. We agree with New York Fed 
President William Dudley that any push 
from the Fed to raise interest rates too 
early could be very damaging for growth. 
Based on pricing of interest rate futures 
on December 5, the market anticipates 
a probability of 53 percent that the Fed 
will raise interest rates in July 2015. We 
tilt our view to a hike later in 2015 as we 
believe the Fed will proceed with caution, 
leaving interest rates low for longer 
rather than risk derailing the recovery. 

Yields are likely to rise in the eurozone 
but to a lesser extent than in the US on 
expectations of some sort of Quantitative 
Easing (QE) by the ECB in the near future 
to combat low inflation and stimulate 
growth. The debate is ongoing about the 
timing of the QE announcement (January 
22 or March 5) as well as to what assets 
the ECB will purchase. Also, the plan is 
expected to include purchases of sovereign 
bonds but a lack of clarity remains 
regarding the mechanics of selection and 
its efficacy. We agree with Morgan Stanley 
that sovereign debt purchases by the 
ECB, to a large extent, are already priced 
in and expectations of higher inflation 
and growth from a successful QE should 
put upward pressure on interest rates. 
Therefore, sovereign bond purchases would 
serve little purpose in lowering interest 
rates further in the current environment. 
Moreover, the region’s bigger problem is 
the need of funding to small and medium 
sized businesses as banks are reducing 
lending to shore up capital ratios.

In the UK, gilt yields will remain influenced 
by German bunds and will gradually rise in 
the First Quarter 2015 as cooling economic 
data is offset by a rise in wage growth and 
as inflation in the eurozone bottoms. The 
uncertainty of the outcome from the May 
general election could lead to investors 
favouring shorter-maturity bonds instead 
of longer-dated bonds, resulting in a 
steeper yield curve in the first half of 2015.

Canadian yields are likely to follow in the 
direction of those in the US, the nation’s 
largest trading partner, but to a lesser 
degree. While inflation in Canada has risen 
more than expected and is above the 
central bank’s target of two percent, we do 
not expect the Bank of Canada to change 
the accommodative monetary stance as a 
lower price on oil and other commodities 
will weigh on the Canadian economy.

We expect yields in Australia to remain 
low for longer as growth expectations 
have softened following a decline in 
investment spending in the resources 
sector, an increase in the unemployment 
rate, and a slowdown in public spending. 
Additionally, the drain on the economy 
from slower growth in China continues.

Investment grade corporate default rates 
are likely to remain low as companies’ 
balance sheets are healthy. Owing to their 
relatively better yields, investment grade 
corporate bonds will generate excess return 
over Treasuries. However, price volatility in 
the corporate bond market will remain high 
due to the structural decline in liquidity in 
secondary markets as regulatory changes 
have increased the cost and reduced the 
capacity of banks to act as liquidity buffers.

BONDS
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We expect the dollar to continue gaining 
momentum and strengthen against most 
major currencies in 2015. Interest rates are 
expected to rise earlier in the US than in 
other G10 nations which should drive capital 
flows in global currency markets. Central 
bank divergence is likely to widen in the 
first half of 2015 as the Fed approaches 
the first interest rate hike, while the ECB 
and Bank of Japan move towards possible 
further loosening of monetary policies. 

As economic growth in the US improves 
and the Fed approaches the first interest 
rate hike, the yield differential between 
the US and other G10 nations is set to 
increase. A bigger interest rate differential 
will increase the appeal of the dollar as 
global investors gravitate to currencies 
with better yields. We expect the dollar 
to steadily appreciate mirroring the 
Fed’s rate increase which should be well 
communicated. Should economic data in 
the US come in significantly stronger than 
anticipated, market expectations of the 
Fed hiking interest rates faster and sooner 
will add to dollar strength. While the dollar 
appreciated against most major currencies 
in the Second Half 2014, we believe there is 
still room for the dollar to advance further 
on a trade-weighted basis given that global 
growth is expected to be unsynchronized 
and low inflation is a threat in the eurozone. 
Put simply, the US is currently the best in 
class and this will result in dollar strength.

The euro is expected to weaken further 
against the dollar as the ECB is in the process 
of implementing Quantitative Easing to 
boost inflation expectations and economic 
growth in the region. Additionally, global 
investors, who have previously supported 
the euro via diversification flows, are likely 
to look for better returns elsewhere.

The Japanese yen is likely to weaken against 
most major currencies in the near and 
longer term, reflecting dramatic changes 
implemented by Japanese policy makers. 
First, the Government Pension Investment 
Fund (GPIF) in Japan significantly boosted 
the target for foreign equity holdings to 25 
percent from 12 percent previously. This will 
likely result in a large and persistent yen-
negative flow in the market over the next 
few years as the GPIF rebalances the new 
target. Second, the landslide re-election 
of Prime Minister Abe in the recent vote 
has consolidated his economic reform 
agenda and should result in continued 
monetary easing and a weaker yen. 

The outlook for commodity currencies 
remains bleak even if commodity prices 
stabilize at current levels. As a note, when 
commodity prices were rising, the beneficial 
effect for commodity producing nations 
such as Canada, Australia and Norway, came 
via two channels. First, export prices rose 
faster than import prices, thus boosting 
trade income. Second, rising longer-term 
return expectations resulted in increased 
commodity sector investment. As we 
expect oil prices to stay low this quarter, 
growth in China to moderate versus its 
relative history, and central banks in Canada, 
Australia and Norway to remain dovish, 
commodity currencies should be weak 
against the US dollar. Of the aforementioned 
currencies, we expect the Canadian dollar 
to be marginally stronger versus peers on 
the back of economic recovery in the US.

CURRENCIES

“All arguments  
are in favour  
of the dollar.”
 
Lutz Karpowitz, 
Commerzbank 
AG, Frankfurt, 
November 3, 2014
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“The market  
is continuing to  

price in weak 
fundamentals  
(for crude oil)  

in the first half  
of this year.” 

 
Mike Wittner,  

Head of Oil 
Research,  

Société Générale, 
New York,  

January 5, 2014

We expect commodities to stay out of 
favour as an investment option apart from a 
few bright spots in the base metals market. 
In the current report we put more emphasis on  
crude oil as we note a shift in fundamentals  
in the commodity. The sentiment created here 
will be crucial in setting a tone for commodities  
in the near term, in our opinion. 

As discussed in our previous outlook, US shale  
growth was a significant contributor to global  
crude oil supplies and we expected prices  
to remain buoyant as OPEC, specifically  
Saudi Arabia, would curtail supplies to provide  
support. In the recent OPEC meeting, however,  
the organization decided against paring back  
production which resulted in prices declining  
to five year lows. The move was unprecedented  
and, we believe, has significant implications  
for crude oil fundamentals. 

In the absence of demand growth, the supply  
side has emerged as a faceoff between North 
American producers and OPEC governments. 
Following the OPEC decision, supply should 
begin to moderate from areas where the 
cost of production is high and drilling is no 
longer economically feasible in the current 
low price environment. North American 
producers are flexible in this regard, and we 
have already witnessed production move 
away from the higher cost Bakken fields in 
North Dakota to the lower cost fields of 
Eagle Ford and Permian basins in Texas.  
While such a shift will lower the growth of  
crude oil supply from North America, it will  
still not be sufficient to balance the markets.  
This points towards a continued weak outlook  
for crude oil prices in First Quarter 2015. 

In the longer term, analysts still expect OPEC,  
primarily Saudi Arabia, to be the key swing  
factor. As budgetary pressures rise for countries  
such as, Venezuela, Nigeria and Iran, and risk of  
sovereign defaults increase, the organization  

may be able to agree a production level 
that will support prices. This, however, can 
only be decided in the next OPEC meeting 
scheduled in late Second Quarter 2015. 

For precious metals, we maintain our outlook  
from the previous commodity outlook. Gold 
and silver face increasing pressure from US 
dollar strength and a looming interest rate 
hike in the US. Additionally, lower energy 
prices are expected to keep inflation low  
in the near term which has further added 
to headwinds for precious metals.  We 
do not rule out one-off’s such as import 
regulation in India, risk of sovereign defaults 
and geopolitical risk in Europe to buoy 
prices but headwinds, in our opinion, should 
largely surpass such investment demand.  

In base metals, aluminium and nickel exhibit 
positive fundamentals as their markets 
remain in deficits following restructuring  
on the supply side. The aluminium supply 
deficit should be a positive catalyst for prices  
while demand continues to stay strong, primarily  
driven by the automobile sector. Further 
regulation in emerging markets for fuel 
efficient cars and lower CO2 emissions should  
keep demand fundamentals for the metal 
strong. Nickel markets remain in deficit 
following Indonesia’s ban on ore exports a 
year back. While a similar ban from the  
Philippines failed to materialize and prices 
have remained stable, we believe a demand  
pickup could catalyse prices in this largely  
undersupplied market. 

In other base metals, copper markets are 
expected to remain in a surplus this year  
and price is leveraged to demand from China. 
Improving credit conditions in the country 
and a pick-up in Europe could provide 
catalysts; however, we do not expect these  
to materialize in the near term.

COMMODITIES
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We maintain a constructive view of global 
equities relative to bonds as i) global GDP 
will record positive growth this year aided 
by dovish central bank policies, ii) corporate 
earnings maintain an upward trajectory, and 
iii) valuations do not yet seem expensive 
relative to alternative investment options. 

We do note, however, that while interest 
rates continue to remain historically low, 
regional central banks have started to 
diverge in their stimulus efforts. The US Fed 
concluded their bond purchases program in 
Fourth Quarter 2014 and is staying the course 
for an eventual interest rate hike in the latter 
half of 2015. Central Banks in Europe and 
Japan, on the other hand, remain focused 
on stimulating the economy through 
potential asset purchases and historically 
low interest rates. This divergence 
should also reflect in currencies which 
will become an important consideration 
in equity investing, in our opinion. 

We maintain an overweight stance in the 
US as the region is further along than other 
developed markets in its growth cycle.  
The lower range of crude oil prices this year 
should be a net positive, in our opinion,  
for the US economy. While the Energy sector 
may see some near term headwinds from 
the lower price of crude oil, lower gasoline 
prices should create a positive wealth effect 
for consumers. We maintain a preference for 
the transportation industry in the Industrial 
sector which should also be a net gainer 
in the current low price environment. 

Continuing on the same theme, lower 
energy prices should also put downward 
pressure on US inflation expectations and, 
as highlighted at the Fed’s December 2014 
meeting, gives the central bank room to 
be more patient in raising interest rates. 
In light of that, we continue to maintain 
our preference for defensive yields plays, 

such as real estate investment trusts (REITs) 
and energy pipelines, in the BIAS Dividend 
Income and BIAS Global Equity Funds. 

Reiterating our preferences from previous 
publications, we continue to see upside in 
biotechnology and life science tools industries 
in the Healthcare sector and healthy living in 
Consumer Staples and Discretionary sectors. 
In the Information Technology sector, we see 
an increasing trend towards cyber security 
and mobility.  Furthermore, as the S&P 500 
continues to trade at its peak valuation of 16.5x 
12 month forward earnings, we stay cautious 
in our stock selection and mindful of value. 

In Europe, we maintain an underweight position 
albeit at a lower level than at the start of the 
previous quarter. Lack of policy consensus 
amongst governments in the union and absence 
of a monetary plan by the ECB has forced the 
recovery to be patchy. The market, however, has 
already partially priced in a monetary stimulus 
plan resulting in a weaker euro which should 
help eurozone exporters. We maintain an 
overweight position in Germany, an exporting 
nation, which should be a beneficiary of the 
weaker currency and we also maintain exposure 
in the eurozone on a hedged currency basis. 

In Japan, the re-election of Shinzo Abe as 
Prime Minister confirmed our outlook from the 
previous quarter. The equity markets should 
gain from the BOJ easing and subsequent 
Japanese yen depreciation. Additionally, the 
Japanese index should also be buoyed by 
the higher equity allocation allowed to the 
Japanese Government Pension Investment 
Fund (GPIF), raised from 12 percent to 25 
percent in the last quarter. Taking the above 
view, we maintain an overweight position 
in the region and hedge our currency 
exposure against yen depreciation.

EQUITY STRATEGY

“The risk of a 
”melt up” towards 
overvaluation 
is higher than a 
“melt down” from 
collapsing growth.”

Morgan Stanley 
Global Strategy 
Outlook,  
November 2014
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62+22+9+4+2+1+t
21+19+14+13+11+9+6+4+2+1+t

EQUITIES

Regional Strategy
• Overweight US at 58.7 percent  

(versus an index weighting of  
55.7 percent).

• Overweight Japan at 8.0 percent  
(versus an index weighting of  
7.1 percent).

• Underweight Europe at  
20.4 percent (versus an index 
weighting of 25.3 percent).

Industry Sector Strategy 
• Overweight Information Technology 

at 18.9 percent (versus an index 
weighting of 14.1 percent).

• Overweight Industrials at 
13.3 percent (versus an index 
weighting of 10.8 percent).

• Marketweight Healthcare,  
and Consumer Discretionary  
at 13.0 and 11.0 percent  
(versus an index weighting of 12.2,  
and 11.6 percent, respectively).

• Underweight Financials, Energy,  
and Utilities at 16.7, 6.8, and 1.2 percent 
(versus an index weighting of 20.8, 
8.1, and 3.6 percent, respectively).

Geographic Allocation

Sector Allocation

North America 60.2%
Europe 20.4%
Japan 8.0%
Smaller Asia 3.9%
Australia 1.8%
Other 1.2%

Technology 18.9%
Financials 16.7%
Industrials 13.3%
Health Care 13.0%
Consumer Disc. 11.0%
Consumer Staples 9.0%
Energy 6.8%
Basic Materials 3.6% 
Telecom Services 2.3%
Utilities 1.2%

CONCLUSION AND STRATEGY POINTS
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13+2+20+41+22+2+t
2+44+18+10+5+13+8+t

BONDS

• Opportunistically add 
Treasuries maturing in  
four-to-five years for  
roll-down along the 
yield curve. 

•  Hold shorter-dated 
investment grade corporate 
bonds for their relative yield 
advantage over Treasuries. 

•  Hold floating-rate notes 
for when the Fed starts 
raising interest rates. 

Credit Ratings

LIBOR FRN 13%
CPI FRN 2%
0-1 YR 20%
1-3 YR 41%
3-5 YR 22%
Cash 2%

AAA 2%
AA+ 44%
AA 18%
AA- 10%
A+ 5%
A 13%
A- 8%

BIAS structures portfolios 
according to the needs and risk 
profile of a specific investor. 
Some systematic risks should be 
acknowledged over which BIAS 
and other asset managers have 
no control including: trading  
on exchanges not regulated by 
any US Government agency, the  
Bermuda Monetary Authority, 
or the Cayman Islands Monetary 
Authority; possible failure of 
brokerage firms or clearing 
exchanges; illiquid markets which 
may make liquidating a position 
at a  given price more difficult. 
For more details on these and 
other risk factors, please refer 
to BIAS’ Form ADV as files with 
the US Securities and Exchange 
Commission. 

Bonds Strategy Allocation
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